CLARK COUNTY FIRE & RESCUE OPERATIONS REPORT – July 2014

Response Information – 478 Total Responses for July 2014
Overall, CCF&R responded to 478 separate calls during the month of July 2014. These calls included fire (35),
rescue and medicals (247), motor vehicle accidents (29), hazardous situations (6), public assists (25), good
intent (85), false alarms (28) and other call (23).
Comparing the same time period in 2013, there was a total of 394 calls, which is an increase of 84 calls
between 2014 and 2013. The number of calls by type was different between years (year-to-date) for rescue
and medicals (up to 1654 from 1404), MVA’s (down from 196 to 193), fire (remained the same at 106), public
assists (up to 151 from 127), and good intent calls (up to 447 from 360). A year-to-date comparison (YTD 2014
vs. YTD 2013) reveals an increase in calls from 2341 to 2820.
The majority of July, 2014 calls were responded to by Station 27 with 166 calls, followed by Station 29 with 88
calls, Station 26 with 79 calls, Station 23 with 65, Station 24 with 42 calls, Other Aid with 14 calls, Station 22
with 2 calls.
The majority of the responses were made by E27 (190 unit responses), TO26 (112 unit responses), E29 (108
unit responses), E23 (86 unit responses), and E24 (59 unit responses).
General Response Statistics
During July 2014, the Cities of Battle Ground had 158 calls (146 calls in July 2013), La Center 20 calls (14 in
2013), Ridgefield 32 calls (32 in 2013), Woodland 77 calls (47 in 2013), Cowlitz Co. 2 19 calls (9 in 2013),
and the outlying response area 172 calls (146 in 2013).
According to the Standard of Cover, 90% of Urban Calls should be made within six minutes, 90% of Suburban
Calls should be made within eight minutes, and 90% of Rural Calls should be made within ten minutes. As of
YTD July, 2014, CCF&R was at 71.4% for Urban Calls, 72.0% for Suburban Calls, and 71.9% for Rural Calls.
“B” shift responded to the most calls with 160, “A” shift responded to 155 and “C” shift responded to 143.
Year-to-date “A” shift has the most number of calls (A = 951, B = 925 and C = 877).
During July, 2014, CCF&R received 14 mutual aid responses and gave 12 mutual aid responses. This data
is based on calls run together by CCF&R and the other districts. It does not include calls run only by other
districts in CCF&R’s area.

